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Abstract. We discuss a hyperbolic aspect of magnetostriction. The equations gov-
erning the longitudinal motion consist of the nonlinear wave equations and the rate
equations for the motion of spin for the magnetic moment. We show that the breakdown
of smooth solutions will take place in finite time even if the initial data are smooth.

1. Introduction. In this paper we study the development of singularities for a sys-
tem describing the one-dimensional motion of magnetostrictive materials. The magne-
tostriction or magnetoelastic interaction is a subject in which we study the interrelation
between the elasticity and magnetization. We will be concerned about an aspect associ-
ated with the nonlinear wave equations. We assume that the material is elastic and it is
nonconducting and magnetically saturated. We also assume that the material occupies
the whole space. This is to avoid the complication arising from the fact that if there is
a free space, the magnetic field extends into the free space. This is in the same spirit as
[11]. The system we study is given by

vt=ux, (1.1)

(dW\
Had' (L2)

dW ( aw\
mt = -m x — b rjm x m x —— , (1.3)

am \ dm J

where u,v,m = (mi,TO2,TO3)T are velocity, strain, and magnetic moment, respectively,
and W is the potential energy given by

W = We(v) + Wem(v,rn) + Wm{m) + WH(v,m),

where We is the stored elastic energy, Wem is the elastic-magnetic energy, Wm is the
anisotropy energy, and Wh is the energy due to the magnetic induction induced by the
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magnetization. The specific form of W will be discussed in Sec. 2. The microstruc-
ture of magnetic materials is very complicated and we should regard (1.1)—(1.3) as a
phenomenological description of bulk property of such materials.

The development of singularity is inherent in nonlinear hyperbolic equations due to
the nonlinearity of waves. An interesting case is where there is dissipation in the sys-
tem. The dissipation counteracts the nonlinearity of waves and makes it harder for the
nonlinearity to develop singularities. Typical cases are where the dissipation is given by
damping, fading memory, or heat conduction. Slemrod [13] discussed the case where the
dissipation is given by the linear damping, Hattori [5] and Dafermos [3] discussed the
case where dissipation is given by fading memory, and Dafermos and Hsiao [4] and Hrusa
and Messaoudi [6] discussed the case where the dissipation is given by heat conduction.
In our case the dissipation is provided by the second term in (1.3) as we discuss it later.
However, the dissipation is very tame since the interaction between the elasticity and the
magnetic moment is weak. Therefore, we expect the nonlinearity to dominate and the
breakdown of smooth solutions to occur. This will be discussed in Sees. 3 and 4.

In hyperbolic conservation laws, if there is no dissipative mechanism, the solutions in
general will develop singularities in finite time no matter how smooth the initial data
are. On the other hand, if there is a dissipative mechanism, the situation becomes subtle.
The solutions may or may not develop singularities depending on the initial data. In the
present case, the dissipative mechanism is weak and this makes the existence of smooth
solutions more interesting. Also, the dissipation affects the traveling-wave solutions.
If the dissipative mechanism is not strong, the traveling-wave solutions are smooth or
discontinuous depending on two end states. It should be interesting to discuss how (1.3)
affects the existence of smooth and discontinuous traveling-wave solutions. These issues
will be discussed in the forthcoming papers.

Recently, the microstructure of magnetostriction and magnetization has been dis-
cussed in various literature including [7], [8], [10], [12]. These approaches are based on
the variational principle. The dynamical aspect of magnetization was discussed in Mi-
ranker and Willner [11] and Visintin [16]. Visintin also discussed the magnetostriction
where the elasticity is given by linear elasticity. On the other hand, the dynamical aspect
of magnetostriction where the elasticity is nonlinear has not yet been discussed. This
paper deals with a dynamic aspect of bulk property of magnetostriction. The dynamical
aspect of microstructure will be a future issue.

This paper consists of four sections. In Sec. 2 we derive the equations governing the
one-dimensional motion of magnetostriction. We also discuss the form of dissipation and
the equilibrium solutions. In Sec. 3 we discuss the main assumptions and state the main
theorem. In Sec. 4 we discuss the lemma necessary for the proof and then give the proof
of the main theorem.

2. Preliminary. In this section we derive the equations governing the one-dimen-
sional magnetostriction. We also discuss the form of dissipation and the equilibrium
solutions.

2.1. Derivation of the equations. We employ the summation convention and the com-
ponents of a vector are denoted with a subscript and the corresponding vector is denoted
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without a subscript. First, we derive the governing equations in the general case and
then reduce the longitudinal motion from them. The derivation is based on the results
by Brown [1], [2] and Tiersten [14], [15].

Let Xi denote the Cartesian components of a material particle at some reference time
to, and yi the components of the same particle at some arbitrary time t. The Xi and
yi are referred to as material coordinates and spacial coordinates, respectively. The
deformation of the body is the mapping

Vi = yi(xj,t),

which we require to be one-to-one. The deformation gradient ^ is denoted by F and

the strain tensor is denoted by £j3. We denote by po the mass density in
the reference configuration and by p the mass density at t. The material velocity vector
^ at t is denoted by V. The magnetic moment per unit mass is related to the
magnetization vector Mi by

Mi = prrij.

We assume that the material is magnetically saturated and since the mass is conserved,
we have

TOjTOi = pi-

In what follows, without loss of generality we set pi = 1.
The equations we discuss consist of the conservation of mass, the equation for the

linear momentum, the Maxwell equations, and the equations for the magnetic moments.
The conservation of mass takes the form

pJ = po,

where

J = det F.

In the spacial coordinates, the conservation of linear momentum has the form

dV
' Dt

where

P~Fn = Vv ■ t + h,

Dg _ dg _L T/ \7
Dt dt v9,

t is the stress tensor, and h is the body force. The stress tensor is given by

% dU
TlJ Pdxm d{dyj/dxm)'

where U is the internal energy. In this paper, we assume that it is given by

U = We{F) + Wem(F, m) + Wm(m),
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where We is the stored elastic energy, Wem is the elastic-magnetic energy, and Wm is the
anisotropy energy. A typical example of Wem and Wm is given by

Wem{F,m) =

1 (2-4)
Wm(m) = -^aiTnf,

where are positive constants and 6^ is a constant and symmetric matrix; see [12], [16].
The conditions for We are given later. The body force h is the force that the magnetic
field HM exerts on a magnetic dipole and we assume that it has the following form:

h = M -VyHM. (2.5)

For Maxwell's equations we use the quasistationary approximation. In this case, the
magnetic field HM and the magnetic induction B satisfy

HM = -VyV

Vy ■ B = Vy • (HM + M) = 0,

where <p is the axial magnetic scalar potential. The equation of the conservation of
angular momentum takes the form

P^=mxWm, (2.7)

where
dU x dip

M ■ ... - <2'6>

 '~ P^mj ~ P~x—' (2-8)

X dU
X =   mk.

omk

Note that there is no dissipation in (2.7). Landau and Lifshitz [9] considered the case
where the equations of angular momentum have dissipation. They are given by

=mxWm -rrmx (mxWm), (2.9)

where r/ is a nonnegative constant and the term with 77 is the dissipative term. In this
paper we will use (2.9). The form of the dissipation will be discussed later.

We now derive the equations governing the longitudinal motion. We assume that
elastic motion is restricted in the y\-direction and that the material is perfectly rigid in
the 2/2 and y3-directions. Setting x = x\, we see that

2/i = Vi(x,t),

2/2 = x2,

2/3 = x3,

F =
0 0"

0 1 0
0 0 1
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o o-

Therefore,

From (2.6) we see that

0 1 0
0 0 1

Wem{F,m) = ^bu ( ~ ) m(.

nM=[

Vy • (H? + Mi) = —(Hf + M\)x = 0.
Therefore, we obtain

= -Mx + C,
where C is a constant. For simplicity we assume that C = 0. Now from (2.5) we see that

k = ~Pmi (fit) (Pmi)x = (Ml) ((pmi)2)-
Also from (2.8), we see that

where 5\j = 1 if j = 1 and Si3 = 0 if j ^ 1.
We will use the Lagrangian coordinates since they are more convenient for the one-

dimensional motion. Setting x = X\, = v, Off- = u, and noting that p = l/v =
for the system of the longitudinal motion we obtain

vt=ux, (2-10)

••{ft.-
dW f dW\mt = -m x — h rim x ra x —— , (2.12)
am \ am J

where in the case of example (2.4),

W = We(v) + ^bnvmj + ^

In the component form the terms in (2.12) become

0 —m3 m2

and we have

dW
m x —

am
TO3 0 -mi

-TO2 TOi 0

aw
dm '

dW\
r]m x [m x —— 1 = rj

— {rn2 + m\) TOim2 TO1TO3

mim2 -(mf+mg) TO2m3
mirri3 m2m3 — (mf + m2)_

(2.13)
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where

dw [{ai + bnv + Dm!
«— = a2m2
om

a3m3

In what follows we denote W^(v) by f(v). We require that v > 0. Note that the equations
for the magnetization are redundant due to the fact that rrii satisfies ^2mi = 1-

2.2. The form of dissipation. It is interesting to see how the energy for the system is
obtained from (2.10)—(2.12). Multiplying (2.11) by u and integrating it over x and t, we
see

/°° i rl z-00 Q\y r°° \-u2(x,t)dx + / / ——vt(x,s)dxds = / -u2(x,0)dx. (2-15)
-oo 2 J 0 J - OC J-oo 2

Now applying the cross product with to to (2.12) and making the dot product with mt,
we have

( 0W\ ( ( dW\\
mt ■ m x mt = —mt ■ m x I m x —— I + r\mt • m x I to x I to x —— I I . (2.16)

The left-hand side is zero and the second term on the right-hand side is rewritten as

aw\\ dW= -irtmt • to x to x to x —— = —T)mt • to xam J J dm
dW\= rjmt ■ I TO( — r)m x I m x   Idm J

Consider the second term on the right-hand side. Using (2.14), we have

( dW\ dW \. , dW-mt - TO x x J = Q^mit ~ I 2^m» I = "3^7m«>

where = 0 has been used. Integrating (2.16) over x and t, we obtain

I LA^'m'+^m'}ix,s)ixd'"0' (217)
Combining (2.15) and (2.17), we have

£{
-u2 + w\ (x,t)dx + [ [ ———o to? (x, s)dxds
2 J Jo J- oo 1 + V2=J3̂u2 + W J- (x, 0)dx.

As we see, the 77 term in (2.12) gives the dissipation for the system.
2.3. The equilibrium solutions. Next, we discuss the constant equilibrium solutions of

(2.10) and (2.12). In order for a constant state to be an equilibrium, the right-hand side
of (2.12) has to be zero. There are three possibilities for it. They are

£-<>■

dW n(,.) m x — = 0,
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dW ( dW\ 1- mm x m y   =(iii) m x — 1- rim x to x —— = 0.
dm \ dm J

In the case of the example, case (i) is impossible. We have case (ii) if

dW
— = am,

dm
where a is a proportional constant. In the case of the example, to can be one of (±1,0,0)
or (0, ±1,0) or (0,0, ±1). In case (iii) we have either

dW (
<m)-1

dw ( „
(m)'2 ~ " {m x ^^

where f3 is a proportional constant. Case (iii)-1 is impossible since m x is perpen-
dicular to Case (iii)-2 is rewritten as follows:

( <9w\ dw 0Hmx a*;)
SW Kir 9W J „ TV,;o urli^n WThis says that the vector m x '4~ is spanned by and m. This is possible when

dW m m

dmand m are parallel and = /3m, which reduces to case (ii).

3. Main result. In this section we discuss the main assumptions on the system
(2.10)-(2.12) and on the initial data. Then, we state the main theorem of this paper.
The proof of the theorem will be given in the next section.

Equations (2.10) can be rewritten as follows:

vt = ux, (3.18)

ut = ^f'(v) + vx + ^ mimlx. (3.19)

For the hyperbolicity we assume that /'(f) > 0 so that

/» + > 0. (3.20)Vs

The characteristics are denoted by

I toJ
= ±\{v,mi), A(v,tox) = W f'{v) + —±.

dx
dt

Also, for the nonlinearity of waves we assume that

Dv A =A = ^ (/"(f)-3^) >0, \v-v\<6, -l<mi<l, (3.21)

where (5 is a positive constant such that v — S > 0. This condition is related to the genuine
nonlinearity.
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As far as the initial data are concerned, we assume that the strain and the magnetic
moment are constants, and apply the impulse at t = 0. Using the result of the previous
section, we give the following initial data:

v(x, 0) = tJ, u(x, 0) = u0(x), m(x, 0) = m0(x) = (1,0, 0)T, (3.22)

where Uo is a C2 function with compact support satisfying

|uo(z)| < £,

-u0x(x) < N, (3.23)

ma,xuox(x) > M.
x£R

Since u0 has compact support, the initial data are in equilibrium outside of this compact
support. Since the characteristics are bounded, this will ensure that the solution of
(2.10)-(2.12) will be in equilibrium outside a compact interval. Here, e, N, M are positive
numbers that will be discussed in the theorem and in the proof. Since we assume that
the solution is C2, for a given positive <5, there is a T such that

|u(x, t) — v\ < S, x 6 R, 0 < t < T.

The value of T will be obtained during the course of the proof.
Now the main theorem is stated as follows:

Theorem 3.1. Assume that the inequalities (3.20) and (3.21) are satisfied. Assume that
Uo, Vo, and mo are C2 functions on (—00,00). Then, for any N and 6, there exists a
positive T such that we can choose a positive e that depends on 5 and v, and a positive
M that depends on 6,v,e,N, and T so that if the initial data satisfy (3.22), (3.23), the
length of the maximal time interval of existence of a C2 solution of (2.10)—(2.12) cannot
exceed T.

4. Proof of Theorem. In this section we prove Theorem 3.1. For this purpose we
need the estimates of vx and m\x in terms of ut. This is given in the following

Lemma 4.1. As far as — t7| < <5, we have for any t € [0, T],

\vx\ < K

< K {\ut\ + e

N + J[

JT
KT

(4.24)

V" \mix\ < K3 f \ut\ds + K4 f ( e^Ki t)|ut\diTds
Jo J0 Jo

< A'(l + TeKr) [ \ut\ds,
Jo

(4.25)

where A" is a positive constant depending on v and S.
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Proof. In what follows, the K^s are positive generic constants depending on v and 6.
Differentiating (2.12) with respect to x, we have

mtx = Mimx + M2vx,

where Mi and M2 are 3x3 matrices whose components are functions of v and to. Note
that — 1 < TOj < 1. Since m is C2,

\mix\t < \mitx\, a.e.

Therefore, we obtain

\mix\} < Ki \m.ix \ + K2\vx\

from which we deduce

^2 \mix\ < ^2 \miox\ + K2 j eKl{t~s)\vx\ds.
J 0

Since the initial data satisfies m,iOX = 0, we have

T\mlx\<K2 [ eK^\vx\ds. (4-26)
Jo

We need an estimate of |?;x| in terms of |ut|. Using (3.18) and (4.26), we obtain

K| < K3\ut\ + K4 [ eKl(t~s)\vx\ds. (4.27)
Jo

Multiplying (4.27) by e~Klt, we see that

e~Klt\vx\ < K3e~Klt\ut\ + K4 [ e~Kl8\vx\ds.
Jo

The generalized Gronwall inequality yields

e~Klt\vx\<K3e-Klt\ut\ + K4 f eK^-^e-K^\ut\ds, (4.28)
Jo

from which we obtain (4.24). Therefore, combining (4.26) and (4.28), we obtain

y2\mix\<K3 f \ut\ds + K4 [ [ e(Ki~Kl){s~r)\Ut\drds.
Jo Jo Jo

Changing the order of integration in the second term on the right-hand side, we obtain

(4.25). □
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In the proof, Ti is a generic positive constant that depends

on 6 and v and r2 is another positive generic constant depending on N, 5, and v. We
introduce the Riemann invariants by

rr = u+ \(w,mi)dw,

fVs = —u + / \{w,mi)dw.
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In terms of the Riemann invariants, (3.18) is expressed as follows:

rt ~ Arx = A(v,mi){mu - Amlx) + (bu - mimix, (4.29)

(4.30)

where

st + Asx = A(v,mi)(mu + Amix) - (bu - 4^ mimix,

A[v'm') = 3m, if X(w, m\)dw

Using the Riemann invariants, we see that

1 1 A
ut = -{rt-st), vt = ~(rt + st) -—mu. (4.31)

We use the following notation for the derivatives along the characteristics:

' = dt - Xdx,
' = dt + A(9X.

Then, differentiating (4.29) and (4.30) with respect to t, we see that

(rty = j(AA) +st) - + (•Dm1A)mit|

x j {rt - A(mu - \mlx) - (bn - ~ j mimix j

+ (DVA) + St) - J (mit - Amix)

(4.32)

+ (DmiA)mu(mit - Am^) + A(mltt - AmUx)

A(r* + St)~I
. ^

2A-'t + St)" A

- Amlx j(A,A) + st) - Ymit ) + (fmiA)mi(

+ ^-mi! ( ^-(rt + st) - Ymu) + (bu - \ I (mitmix + mimitx),

(4.33)

(st)' = - j(AA) - J171^ + (■Dm1A)mit|

^ j-st + A(mu + Amlx) - (bu - ^ mimix jX A _

+ (DvA) (^(rt + St) - ^TOit) (™it + Amix) ^

+ (DmiA)mit{mu ~ Amix) + A(mut + \mUx)

+ Amix j(AA) ^(r« +st) - y"1") + (AmA)mit

~~ ~^rmix (^\(Tt + St^_ X771") ~~ V 11 ~ v* ) (mitmia: +
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We need to handle rtst terms in the above equations. Prom (4.29) and (4.32) we see that

and

rt = \(r> + s') ~ + ^11 - ~2 )

st = ~(r' + s') + AXmix - (bu j ) mimlx,

Vl = k{ri + Sl)-Jmii>

(lnA)' = j{(Dv\)v' +

We also obtain the similar relation for v' and (In A)'. Therefore,

(DvX)^rtst=1-

{DvX)±-2rtSt=l-

(lnA)' + (Dv\)^Amil - (£>miA)^rai'

+ (Dv\)jAmlx - (DvA)-^ (bn - mimix

(In A)' + (DvX)-^Am'1 - (L>miA)^rni

- (DvX)-Amlx + (DVX)~ (&u - 
1̂>2

n,

St-

Using the above expressions in (4.33) and (4.34), we find that

(rt)1 - (DvX)^rtst = (rt)' - ^(lnA)'rt - i (DvX)^Am1l - (DmiA)^mil

1
+ 2 ~{DvX)jAmlx + (DVX)-^ ^bn - mimix

n

n,

(sty - (DvX)^rtst = (st)' - ^(lnA)'st - ^ (DvX)^Am'1 - (DmiX)jm'1 St

(DvX)jAmix - (DvA)-^ (bu - ^ st.

Therefore, multiplying (4.33) and (4.34) by the integrating factor A x/2 and setting

<t> = A-1/2rt, tp = X ~1/2st,
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we obtain

(DVX) , 1
2A3/2 2

A) ^^477lix (-^ijA) ^2 ^^11 2^ ml"^lx
1

+ 2

+ ^ | — {DvX)—m\t + {Dmi A)mit| <p

- |-4(mi t ~ Amix) + ^6n - ^ j ^~~(0 + ^)

+ (DVA) + 1p)~ ^2ml (TOlt _ -^TO1^)

+ A~1/2{(D mi A)mlf(mit - Am1:r) + 4(mitf - AmUl)}

- |(AjA) ^^(<0 + VO - + A_1/2(DmiA)mif|

-mii + VO ~ 3^2to»^) + A 1/2 (&n ~ "2) (mi«TOi® + m1mltx),

(4.35)

3 TO
+

^ _ (Dvty a2 , 1
2A3/2

1~ 2

(DvA)-^^! - (AnjA)^!

(A,A)^,4to1:e - (A.A)-^ (bu - ^ ) mimi

t/j

ip

+ £ |(A;A)^TOU - (DmiA)TOU| V'

- |-4(tou + Atoix) - ^6n - j (0 + VO

+ (Z>„.4) + V1) - (mit + Amix)

+ A_1//2{(£>miJ4)mu(TOlt - Xmix) + A(mm + Am1(I)}

+ Amjj |(D„A) (^(<t> + VO - + rl/2(°m,A)rnu|

~~ ~^~mix ( 9^^ + ^) ~ 3^72mif) _ A_1/2 (^n ~~ ~2) (TOi«mi^ + "iimid).

(4.36)
The estimates of mut and mux can be obtained from (2.12), (4.24), and (4.25) as follows:

\mltt\<K5 + KM + \i>\),

\mUx\ < K7{\4>\ + IV'I) + Kg [ (\<j>\ + |ip\)dr,
Jo

where the inequalities hold for almost all t £ [0, T]. In what follows, the inequalities
involving R(t), S(t), $(£)> ^(0, (^±(0, and i&±(t) hold in the almost everywhere sense.
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The rest of the proof is very similar to Dafermos [3]. We show it for the completeness.
We introduce the following Lipschitz continuous functions:

R(t) = max \r(x,t)\, S(t) = max |s(x, t)\,
xER x£R

$(t) = max t)|, ^(t) = max \ip(x, t)|,
x£R xER

and define

I(t) = [ {$(r) + ^(r)}dr.
Jo

We choose S € (0,w) so that for some a > 0

> 4a, - v\ < S,
A

and we assume that there exists a positive T such that

|v(x,t) — tJ| < S, x E R, 0 < t < T, (4.37)

and

[ I(t)dt <1, f I3(t)dt < 1. (4.38)
Jo Jo

We also assume that T < 1. Although we do not know the explicit value of T, there
exists such a T because we assume that the solution is C2. We will pick up such a T in
the course of the proof.

For any t E (0,T], identify points x and x such that

R(t) = \r(x,t)\, S(t) = \s(x,t)\. (4.39)

Since for any At > 0 we have

R(t — At) > |r(x + AtX(v(x,t),m\(x,t)),t — Af)|,
S(t — At) > |r(x — At\(v(x, t),m\(x, t)),t — Ai)|,

subtracting (4.40) from (4.39) and taking the limit as At J. 0, we obtain

D~R(t) < |r'(x,f)|, D~S(t) < |s'(x,<)|.

Using this and (4.29), we see that

^{/?(i) + 5(f)}<r1 + r1/(f), 0<t<T.

Upon integration, we have

R(t) + S(t) < 2e + Tii + f /(r)dr, 0 <t<T. (4-41)
Jo

Next, we define the following functions:

$-(f) = max{—<p(x,t)}, ^~(t) = max{—ip(x,t)},
x£R xER

and identify points y and y at which

$~(t) =-<j)(y,t), ty-(t) = —ip{y,t).

(4.40)
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Going through the same procedures as D~R(t) and D~S(t), we obtain

Adding them, we have

+ *"(*)} < r1 + rj(t) + rj{$(t) + * (*)} + rx/(t){$(t) + *(t)},

from which we obtain

(i) + tf"(t) < 2A1/2(t;, 1 )N + I\f + T1 [ I(t)cLt + TxI{t) + Ti/2(t).
Jo

Now, we define

<E)+(t) = max<j)(x,t), ^+(t) = maxip(x,t),
x£R x€R

and identify points z and z at which

$+(t) = 4>(z, t), ty+(t) = tp(z, t).

Since for any At S (0, T — t),

$+(t + At) > <f>{z — AtX(v(z, t), mi(z, t)), t + At),

'S>+(t + At) > ip{z + At\{v(z,t),m\{z,t)),t + At),

we see that

Using

D+$+{t) > <f>l{z,t), D+<f+{t) > 1>'(z,t).

${t) + V(t)>$+(t) + V+(t),
$(*) + (t) < {$+(<) + ®+(i)} + + *"(*)},

we obtain

^{$+(0 + *+(t)} > a{$+(t) + 4<+(t)}2 - 0(t){*+(t) + *+W} " 7(0, (4-42)
at

where

/?(t) = r1+r1/(0,
7(«) =T2 + T2I3(t).

Now define

X(t) = {$+(t) + ^+(t)}exp | - P(t)cIt\ — J 7 (t)cIt.

Then, from (4.42) we see that

dX
—— > adt X(t) + Jt f(T)dT\ >aX2(t) (4.43)

and, integrating this from T backward in time, we have

*w<,. ,< 11 + aX(T)(T-t) ~ a(T — t)'
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Therefore,

$+(*) + V+(t) < | q+ £ 7(r)dr 1 exp j" /3(r)dr|

a(T —
< l—jj + Jo j(T)dT 1 exp | (3(t)cLt

From (4.38) we have

f p{r)dT < Tj, f 7(r)dr<r2.
J 0 Jo

Then, we see that

[ {$+(r) + $+{r)}dT < -Ti ln(T -t)+ r2>
Jo

[ {$~(r) + ,I'~(r)}dT < r2.
Jo

Adding the above inequalities, we observe

i(t) < -r1in(r-t) + r2.
Integrating this, we have

f I{t)dt < (-r1lnT + r2)T,
Jo
rT
/ I3(t)dt< (-rl\n3T + T2)T,

Jo
rv(a;,£)

A(£,mi)d£
J V

<e + r1T+(-r1lnT + r2)T.

The above relations and (4.41) show that if we choose e and T so that

£ + T!T+ (-r1lnT + r2)T < <5A(tJ-<5,0),
(-r1lnT + r2)T< 1,

(-riln3T + r2)T < 1,

then (4.37) and (4.38) are satisfied.
Now we show the contradiction. From (3.23), (4.31), and (3.18), we see that

$+(0) + Vf+(0) > 2A1/2(tJ, 1 )M.

Therefore, choosing a sufficiently large M, we have

*<°> £ 3=
and from (4.43) we also have

0£,£T-

This shows that X (t) will be infinite at t less than T. This completes the proof. □
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